Bridging the Information Gap: Computational Tools for Intermediate Resolution Structure Interpretation
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Due to large sizes and complex nature, few large macromolecular complexes have been solved to atomic resolution. This has lead to an under-representation of these structures, which are composed of novel and/or homologous folds, in the library of known structures and folds. While it is often difficult to achieve a high-resolution model for these structures, X-ray crystallography and electron cryomicroscopy are capable of determining structures of large assemblies at low to intermediate resolutions. To aid in the interpretation and analysis of such structures, we have developed two programs: *helixhunter* and *foldhunter*. *Helixhunter* is capable of reliably identifying helix position, orientation and length using a five-dimensional cross-correlation search of a three-dimensional density map followed by feature extraction. *Helixhunter*’s results can in turn be used to probe a library of secondary structure elements derived from the structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). From this analysis, it is then possible to identify potential homologous folds or suggest novel folds based on the arrangement of alpha helix elements, resulting in a structure-based recognition of folds containing alpha helices. *Foldhunter* uses a six-dimensional cross-correlation search allowing a probe structure to be fitted within a region or component of a target structure. The structural fitting therefore provides a quantitative means to further examine the architecture and organization of large, complex assemblies. These two methods have been successfully tested with simulated structures modeled from the PDB at resolutions between 6 and 12 Å. With the integration of *helixhunter* and *foldhunter* into sequence and structural informatics techniques, we have the potential to deduce or confirm known or novel folds in domains or components within large complexes.
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Introduction

Through the efforts of X-ray crystallography, NMR, electron cryomicroscopy and modeling, the current structural database, the Protein Data Bank (PDB),1 which has greater than 14,000 structures, represents only a portion of all existing folds.2,3 Efforts in structural genomics have focused on establishing a highly representative library of unique folds, encompassing the vast majority of known atomic resolution models. One of the underrepresented areas in the current structural library is folds derived from large macromolecular assemblies. Thus, folds obtained from these assemblies may provide additional insight to known folds, as well as a source for novel structural arrangement.

Often, the initial structural analysis of a large complex is limited to intermediate resolution.4–10 In the absence of atomic models, structural interpretation of large complexes at intermediate resolution is a formidable task, although structural information is still present. However, if individual domains, components and structural elements can be identified, pieces of the “jigsaw puzzle” may be put together to yield a tentative atomic model of the entire complex. With this in mind, the task at hand becomes the mining of structural and functional information of these complexes.

We have developed two computational methods which will facilitate the quantitative identification
of structural features in terms of known folds in three-dimensional (3-D) density maps at low to intermediate resolutions (Figure 1). This provides a means to identify structural homologs of components in large macromolecular complexes containing alpha helices. The first method, implemented in helixhunter, is used to analyze a 3-D map for alpha helix content at intermediate resolutions, 6-10 Å, the resolution at which such secondary structure elements become discernable. Correlation of secondary structure elements using alpha helix location and orientation, with known protein structures from the PDB, can then be used to identify similar folds. The second method, implemented in foldhunter, can be used to localize known or predicted folds/domains within larger macromolecular assemblies at lower resolutions (<20 Å). This could in turn lead to high-resolution interpretation of pieces within the macromolecular puzzle.

The development of helixhunter and foldhunter is just the first step in the multi-level structural interpretation process. Localization and identification of structural features provides the necessary template for the integration of these tools with sequence, structure, and computation based analysis. Further development and integration could allow for the generation of structural and/or functional models based on low to intermediate resolution structures of macromolecules. The end result would represent a much more thorough understanding of macromolecular complexes.

Results

As seen in the PDB, protein structures vary considerably in alpha helical and beta sheet content, as well as adopting many types of folds and aggregation states. There have been many efforts to classify these structures, biochemically and structurally, into related groups. One of the most widely accepted classifications is SCOP, a Structural Classification of Proteins. The majority of known structures can be broken-down into four major SCOP families: all alpha (α), all beta (β), alpha and beta (α/β), and alpha plus beta (α + β). To comprehensively sample these classes, we have examined over two dozen proteins with varying structural configurations. Here, we present four typical proteins from our larger test data set: bacteriorhodopsin (1C3W, α), triose phosphate isomerase (1TIM, α/β), tyrosine kinase domain from the insulin receptor (1IRK, α + β), and Bluetongue Virus outer shell coat protein (1BVP, a β upper domain and an α lower domain). These four proteins represent the major SCOP classes and are used to validate the results of helixhunter and foldhunter.

The helixhunter program, which identifies putative alpha helices, incorporates a multi-step process including cross-correlation, density segmentation, segment quantification, helix identification, and explicit description of the identified helices. The final helices are represented as cylinders, each specified by six parameters (three for center, two for orientation, and one for length). This abstract helix representation makes visualization of helices easy, as well as allowing for subsequent spatial fold recognition.

In many instances, the structures of fragments, domains or subunits of a larger complex are known by X-ray crystallography. The most popular method for fitting these parts into the complex structure is still manual fitting using visualization tools, for which accuracy of the fitting is subjective. Here we provide a template based cross-correlation tool called foldhunter to fit the known structures objectively employing all six possible degrees of freedoms (three rotations and three translations).

Testing helixhunter

Each of the aforementioned proteins was modeled at 8 Å resolution, representing intermediate resolution structure determination by electron cryomicroscopy or X-ray crystallography (Figure 2). In all four cases, helixhunter correctly localizes better than 88% of the helices. Typically, helical assignment was within five degrees of the true orientation and within one turn of the correct length. This level of accuracy was largely unaffected by composition or size of the test model, which ranges from 24 to 116 kDa. Additionally, the misidentified helices were kept to a minimum. Out of the 54 total helices in the four proteins, only two non-helical segments were falsely identified as
Figure 2. Testing helixhunter on model data. The four model structures: 1C3W (a), 1TIM (b), 1IRK (c) and 1BVP (d) are displayed as ribbons for their atomic structure in column 1, and as surface renderings of the simulated 8 Å structures, contoured at approximately the molecular mass, in column 2 (purple). Column 3 shows the found helices from helixhunter as cylinders (grey). Column 4 shows the superimposition of the found helices (cylinders) onto the ribbon diagram of the known structures. The red triangles show helices not identified by helixhunter, while the yellow triangles represent false positives. The number of correctly identified helices versus the total number of helices is listed just after column 4. In the simplest case, bacteriorhodopsin (1C3W), a seven transmembrane helix protein, helixhunter was able to identify the location and orientation, within five degrees, of all the helices. Additionally, the length of the helixhunter assigned helices was in agreement to within one turn of the known helices. In the triose phosphate isomerase (1TIM) model, an alpha/beta protein, a very high degree of agreement was seen between the real and predicted helices using helixhunter. All but one short helix, smaller in length than the prototypical helix in the correlation routine and immediately adjacent to a long helix, was not identified. The insulin receptor tyrosine kinase structure (1IRK), an α + β protein, also showed a good correlation with the helixhunter helices and actual helices, missing only a short 1.5 turn helix. In the final test model, a trimer of BTV VP7 containing an all-helical lower domain and an all beta sheet upper domain, 24 of the 27 helices were correctly identified, agreeing in location and length. A total of three short helices were missed and a single turn in the beta sheet region was misidentified.
a helix, while four helical segments were not identified. Typically, these missed or incorrectly assigned segments were either short helices or turns.

Structure identification

Due to the fact that helixhunter ultimately provides the user with spatial identification of helices, we have an explicit representation of all helical parameters. Thus, the information encoded by the parameters as well as the relative position and orientation of the helices provides an extremely coherent descriptor for protein structural features. Using this information, we used the structural matching programs, DejaVu\textsuperscript{18} and COSEC\textsuperscript{19,20} to identify homologous structures based on spatial arrangement of secondary structural elements of a protein using a library based on protein structures in the PDB.

The assigned helices from the helixhunter results on the 8 Å resolution models were compared to a modified DejaVu library of secondary structure elements generated from the structures in the PDB. Since the C\textsuperscript{2} positions of the polypeptide are not determined in an intermediate resolution structure, we modified the operational definition of alpha helices from the original library of secondary structure elements in DejaVu, minimizing the potential center and orientation mismatch as described later in Materials and Methods. Table 1 shows the assignment of the top three putative homologous structures from DejaVu to each of the four helixhunter results for the model structures. In all cases, the structural assignment from DejaVu represents the same structure (same PDB identifier) or related isoforms (same protein, different PDB identifier) to the original proteins tested in helixhunter. The center-to-center distance between the corresponding alpha helices of the probe and the putative structural homolog is reported as root mean squared (RMS) deviation. The scores of the top DejaVu matches for the helixhunter results are similar to those of the scores from matching the secondary structure elements directly defined by the PDB file (data not shown). Of further interest, illustrated in 1IRK, the top identified structures found by DejaVu corresponded not only to itself but also with a variety of other serine/threonine kinases, which all share a common fold. Similar results were also obtained using the COSEC program and helixhunter results (data not shown), verifying the accuracy of the helical assignment in helixhunter.

Testing foldhunter

Each of the four model structures and their related sub-structures were modeled at 8 Å. These sub-structures were centered in a cube of the same size as the complete model data, rotated and translated from the original position, and then used as probes against the intact model structure using foldhunter. In each of the four models, the corresponding sub-structure was correctly localized and oriented with respect to the intact structure within two degrees. As with helixhunter, composition and size of the target and the probe sub-structure did not affect the accuracy of localization significantly.

1C3W was probed with a segment containing three alpha helices and two small strands. This sub-structure was placed back into the intact density at the correct position and orientation. The sub-structures for 1TIM, two helices and two strands, and 1IRK, the beta sheet portion, were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. DejaVu output using helixhunter results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteriorhodopsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1TIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triose Phosphate Isomerase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetongue Virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP7 Monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1IRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine Kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listed are the results of the DejaVu program with the modified helix library and the helices defined by helixhunter (Figure 2) for the four structures modeled at 8 Å resolution (first column). The second and third columns denote the PDB identifier and name of structure found by the DejaVu search, respectively. The results were ordered by RMSD (in Å), which is found in the last column.
also fitted to the correct location within their respective intact structures. The beta sheet region of the BTV VP7 trimer was also used to probe the intact structure. As with the other three structures, the correct location of the sub-structure was identified (Figure 3).

**Integrating fold recognition with foldhunter**

In the case of large macromolecules, often only sequence-derived homologous sub-structures are known. To better represent this type of situation in foldhunter, we tested one of the four model data sets, 1BVP, against several related proteins (Figure 4). A number of putatively homologous folds with varying degrees of homology to the beta sheet domain of the 1BVP protein were tested to determine whether foldhunter was capable of correctly localizing these homologs. The VP7 monomer contains both a beta sheet region in the upper domain and a helical region in the lower domain. Using the UCLA-DOE Fold-Recognition Server, several candidate folds were identified as potential structural homologs to the beta sheet domain of the 1BVP. The best matches were to itself and the African Horse Sickness Virus capsid protein; while tumor necrosis factor alpha had a borderline score for structure homology. Figure 4(c) illustrates foldhunter’s ability to correctly place the capsid protein from African Horse Sickness Virus into the domain of the 8 Å map of the 1BVP. However, the lesser-valued candidate structure, tumor

![Figure 3. Testing foldhunter on model data. The four model structures: 1C3W (a), 1TIM (b), 1IRK (c) and 1BVP (d) are displayed as ribbons in column 1. Portions from these structures, 1C3W (5-99), 1TIM (1-64), 1IRK (981-1078) and 1BVP trimer (117-261), were extracted (column 1, red) and modeled at 8 Å resolution (column 2). Results of foldhunter using these extracted portions to map on the entire structure are shown in column 3.](image-url)
necrosis factor alpha (Figure 4(d)), was misplaced in the target structure as seen by visual inspection. Though *foldhunter* can always yield an answer, the match has to be judged by both the correlation coefficient and also visual matching of the two structures. This result suggests that a correctly chosen fold can be placed in the correct region of the target structure by *foldhunter*.

Resolution dependency of *helixhunter* and *foldhunter*

The resolution dependency of *helixhunter* was assayed using 1C3W, modeled at 6, 8, 10, and 12 Å resolution (data shown at http://ncmi.bcm.tmc.edu/~wjjiang/hhfh). *Helixhunter* was able to very accurately identify the helices in both the 6 Å and 8 Å models. In the 10 Å model of 1C3W, helix position and orientation retains high fidelity, but helix length is not as accurate. At 12 Å, similar helix positioning to that of the 10 Å model can be seen, however false helices are assigned to the small beta strand region and a turn. Along with the intact structure, the sub-structures for 1C3W were also modeled at the four aforementioned resolutions to test *foldhunter*. Assignment of the correct location and orientation of the sub-structure occurs at all resolutions. Additional testing of *foldhunter* was done using a lower resolution model (20 Å) of bacteriorhodopsin. While the sub-structure was localized correctly, a smaller angular search step was required.

Discussion

The trend in structural biology is to study larger and larger macromolecular assemblies in different functional states. These assemblies generally contain multiple subunits, with a variety of structural elements. The divide and conquer approach has been used to determine the atomic structure of the components or domains, as well as the molecular blueprints for the entire assembly at a lower resolution. While this approach works for some systems, it may not universally apply. In some cases, it may be difficult to obtain an atomic model of the components for various biochemical reasons, as would be the case if a component was in a molten globule state while expressed in the absence of other components. Electron cryomicroscopy and X-ray crystallography have offered opportunities to study large assemblies as a whole at low to intermediate resolutions. As we approach higher resolution, information regarding the structural elements becomes discernible. These elements, from secondary structure to entire domains, must be assembled in the context of the molecular map in order to obtain an atomic model. In this study, we have developed a set of computational tools with which we can mine the data to infer a protein fold or domain from intermediate resolution structures of a large complex. Such analysis could lead to the structural and functional characterization of not only single domains of a large complex, but also the complex itself.

Figure 4. Sensitivity of *foldhunter* with homologous structures. The sensitivity to which *foldhunter* can detect a homologs fold is shown using 1BVP (a) against the beta barrel segment of 1BVP (b), a close homolog (c) (1AHS), and a remote homolog (d) (2TNF) as represented by the ribbon diagrams in column 1, respectively. Results of *foldhunter* are seen in column 2.
Alpha helix identification

The most definable structural elements in intermediate resolution structures are alpha helices, as they typically have regular, identifiable features. This has allowed for the interpretation of helices based on simple visual inspection and assignment within the map.\textsuperscript{4,5,10} However, experience, bias and interpretation lead to a fairly subjective, non-quantitative and possibly conflicting assignment of helices. We have thus implemented helixhunter and tested it on a variety of different structural models, varying in resolution and structural configuration (Figure 2).

From the results of the model data, helixhunter has demonstrated the ability to accurately identify helix position, orientation and length at intermediate resolutions. As the resolution of the model data approaches atomic resolution, the reliability of helix assignment increases. At the lower resolutions, short false helical assignments were noticed, while only well defined, long helices were correctly identified in length and location. This resolution dependency is not unexpected. Measurements on the closely packed helices in bacteriorhodopsin reveal minimal helix-helix distance between 10 to 12 Å. This is in agreement with our helical assignments in the resolution dependency test as helix assignment began to deteriorate in accuracy on the 12 Å 1C3W model (http://ncmi.bcm.tmc.edu/~wjiaag/hh).

The ability to identify the alpha helices is sensitive to the thresholding of the density map. We apply a segmentation procedure using a neighbor-grouping algorithm, which relies on the ability to separate features into distinct objects. Differences in density between helices and adjacent features in the density map can be subtle. To decrease the threshold sensitivity of the segmentation process, we have adopted a pre-process filtering step using cross-correlation. By correlating the density map with a prototypical helix, we up-weight the helical density and thus suppress the non-helical density. Our segmentation process is thus carried out with the normalized correlation coefficient map rather than the original density map. The improvement results in considerably less threshold dependency, for which successful segmentation of helical densities can be done.

At intermediate resolutions, helices most closely resemble cylinders with a relatively fixed radius of ~2.5 Å and variable length. Thus, by using the basic character of a cylinder, we can evaluate the candidate segments for potential helical assignment. However, non-equivalency of side-chains and bends along the helical axis cause deviation from the idealized cylinder model. Therefore, a cross-section about the helical axis could be described as approximately as an ellipse, with a semi-major and a semi-minor axis (see Materials and Methods). We can thus use the relative values of these two axes as criterion during helix identification, as significant deviation would indicate a non-cylindrical, and therefore non-helical density. As the backbone of a helix has a fairly constant diameter at 5 Å, the two semi-axis values should be close to 2.5 Å. Additionally, helix length can also be used as a criterion in helix identification by specifying minimum and/or maximum values for helix length.

Fold recognition based on alpha helices

In the classification of proteins, families can be defined by the spatial arrangement of secondary structure elements, which in turn determine structurally homologous proteins. Thus, in addition to visual interpretation of structural elements, helixhunter allows for structure-based fold recognition when used in conjunction with DejaVu and COSEC. The spatial relationship of helixhunter identified helices can be compared to a large database of known secondary structure elements from published PDB files. This assumes that the identified alpha helices accurately represent nearly complete architectural information capable of distinguishing different folds. As an example, true homologous structures for 1IIK were found only when four or more of the longest helices were used. Four helices, half of the helices in 1IIK, thus represent enough unique information regarding the fold. However, the minimum structural information sufficient for fold prediction is likely to vary amongst different protein folds. Thus, by providing a reasonable set of helixhunter generated helices as input, we are able to screen all known protein structures for similar occurrences of these helical elements. This serves two purposes: (1) verification of our approach, and (2) possibility of intermediate resolution structure-based recognition of alpha helical folds. While the first of these two objectives is primarily used in testing the model data, it is the second that is of primary interest when examining real data (M.L.B. \textit{et al.}, unpublished). Identification of homologous folds or domains of proteins may then be done in the absence of any sequence-derived information. While in some cases a homologous fold may be identified, the absence of a structural relative may suggest the presence of a novel fold.

In Table 1, which summarizes the DejaVu results for each of the four test models, we see that the RMS deviation and score are not zero for itself, which would indicate a less than perfect match. While the segmentation step, as mentioned earlier, has been corrected for some of the thresholding dependency, helix length and orientation may still be affected by the threshold. The ends of the helices are less well defined than other regions of the helices, making them more sensitive to threshold effects.

Based on these test data, it appears that the intermediate resolution structure-based fold recognition is feasible and reliable. However, while dealing with the experimental data, the reliability of this method is limited by the accuracy of the map.
Inaccuracies in helix identification and thus fold recognition are considerably higher in a poorly defined map. Furthermore, while two structures may appear visually similar, DejaVu and COSEC may not identify the structures as being strictly homologous. The quantitative identification for these two programs relies on a strict matching of corresponding helical elements. Local differences in the alpha helices may thus cause insufficient spatial overlap of the secondary structural elements. Therefore, remote homologs may not be detectable by DejaVu and/or COSEC.

Fold identification and localization

In the ideal case, results obtained from helixhunter and DejaVu/COSEC will produce a correctly identified homologous structure that can be mapped directly to the low or intermediate resolution structure. As this fold identification is based solely on alpha helices, this method can work with a variety of folds containing a significant amount of helices, such as TIM barrels (1TIM) and protein kinase-like (1IRK). However, recognition might not always be possible, as would be the case for beta-sheet rich proteins. Thus, using structural information about domains or sub-structures, obtained from either sequence-based fold identification or structural homology searches, the task becomes assigning the correct position and orientation to a more general sub-structure within the larger structure. The visual assignment of sub-structure position and orientation to a larger complex is somewhat subjective. Current methods of aligning structures, such as Situs, require that the relative location of the probe structure is known within the target structure. In this regard, the corresponding target volume needs to be excised from the large target structure. Thus, this type of method relies on prior knowledge of the corresponding region between the probe and target structures. Foldhunter does not have this limitation, as a relatively small portion or sub-structure will be localized in a much larger complex using the cross-correlation. As demonstrated by the fitting of homologous structures, identified by fold recognition, foldhunter has shown the ability to correctly localize relatively similar structures. Thus, foldhunter serves not only as a method to localize known folds or domains, but also confirms if a predicted homologous fold is indeed truly homologous to the intermediate resolution structure.

Foldhunter, which performed well at intermediate resolutions, also has the ability to work on much lower resolution structures. Since it docks a sub-structure into a larger structure based on the distribution of density, the major requirements of the target and probe structures are their relative structural features. Probe and target structures with relatively well-defined features at low resolutions provide suitable "landmarks" for foldhunter, making it possible to localize sub-structures at 20 Å or lower resolution.

Building structural and functional models

In intermediate resolution structures, an explicit backbone trace of the protein is not available, resulting in the inability to correlate the amino acid sequence and key functional residues in the context of the structure. However, with the information obtained from the DejaVu and COSEC searches in conjunction with additional computational analysis (homology modeling, secondary structure prediction, sequence alignments, etc.), one may conceivably produce directionality for each helix and connections between the helical elements. Through further developments and integration, the resulting information may eventually allow for the assignment of sequence to the structural elements, yielding a rough backbone trace.

With a backbone model and the correlation of biochemically and/or genetically relevant residues to the structural features, it may be possible to suggest a putative function of the molecule, providing additional guidance for future biochemical experiments. As an example, the helixhunter results for 1IRK, the tyrosine kinase domain from the insulin receptor, indicate the presence of eight helices. When submitted to DejaVu, all of the top structures identified belonged to tyrosine kinases or serine/threonine kinases (Table 1). If this structure had been unknown or was an unrelated sequence through convergent evolution, these identified structures would have accurately provided both functional and structural information. The related homologous structures, when aligned to the "unknown" structure's structural elements would have also provided a template for further structural modeling and biochemical analysis. Extending this approach beyond a single domain protein, it may be possible to identify structural and functional domains of large complexes. These domains, often composed of non-contiguous sequence segments, might otherwise be impossible to differentiate based on a purely sequence-based analysis, as seen in proteins from a large virus (M.L.B. et al., unpublished results).

In large multi-protein complexes, the atomic resolution models of the individual proteins may have been determined. While this provides us with interesting structural and functional information for the individual proteins, less information is given about the localization, association, and function within the larger complex. By using foldhunter to accurately localize and orient a protein (or sub-structure) within the complex, we can obtain previously unavailable information regarding the positioning of the protein within the complex. The potential information from the localization is two-fold: (1) positioning of individual proteins within a complex and (2) relative contacts and associations of proteins within the complex. Thus, the integration of structure and function with positional information provides a much clearer picture of the overall mechanism of macromolecule complex function.
Here we demonstrate the validity of two programs primarily targeted at the interpretation of low to intermediate resolution structures, obtained by electron cryomicroscopy or by X-ray crystallography at an initial stage of analysis.\textsuperscript{3,4–10} It has been demonstrated here that both helixhunter and foldhunter provide a basic means of bridging and integrating multiple sources of structural and functional information from both known or potentially novel folds. Instead of being viewed solely as methods for interpretation of structure, these programs may be viewed as two nodes in the structure/function prediction network. Not only are they capable of correlating existing information, but they also provide insight into the function, composition and interaction of sub-structures within a larger complex, seen in the 2.4 MDa calcium release channel.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, such structure analysis may prove valuable in structural genomics, by quickly screening large assemblies for potentially unique or homologous structures.

Materials and Methods

Density segmentation

At intermediate resolutions, the densities for helical regions appear to be higher than other regions of the density map, with the highest density located along the central axis of the helix. By masking out densities below an appropriate threshold value, most of the non-helical density in the map can be eliminated. The extracted densities can then be segmented into separate objects, consisting only of connected voxels. To enhance the helical regions, while suppressing the other non-helical regions, we have implemented a pre-processing step to re-scale the density map. This pre-processing step involves the commonly used template-based cross-correlation technique, by which a centered prototypical helix, with a Gaussian-like radial density distribution and width of 5 Å oriented at different angles, is correlated to the density map. The highest correlation coefficient among all the prototypical helix orientations is recorded for each voxel. The helical regions would therefore have larger correlation coefficients than other regions, resulting in a coefficient map with greater differences in values between helical regions and non-helical regions than the original density map. Two variants of the correlation function,\textsuperscript{29} the cross-correlation function (CCF) and mutual correlation function (MCF), were implemented as user selectable options in the pre-processing step. From this “enhanced” map, density segmentation, as described above, may result in cleaner identification of helices.

Segment quantification

Critical to segment characterization is the definition of segment shape and related helical axis, assuming the criteria for helix shape have been met. After segmentation of the density map, the attributes (center, mass, volume, second moments tensor, principal axes, length, and width) for each segment are quantified (equations (1)-(3)):

\[ m = \int f(\mathbf{x})d\mathbf{x} \]  
\[ \mathbf{X} = \frac{1}{m} \int f(\mathbf{x})d\mathbf{x} \]  
\[ M_{ij} = \frac{1}{m} \int f(\mathbf{x})(x_i - \hat{x}_i)(x_j - \hat{x}_j)d\mathbf{x}, \quad (i, j = 0, 1, 2) \]

Here, \( \mathbf{x} \) is the voxel, \( f(\mathbf{x}) \) is the density value and \( i,j \) are dimensional indices.

Among all the attributes, the 3 \( \times \) 3 second moments tensor (equation (3)) is the most valuable attribute, as it describes the nine essential shape parameters of the segment density. This attribute is used in computing the nine parameters (two angles representing each of the three principal axis directions and three defining segment dimensions) by eigen-analysis.\textsuperscript{30,31} The tensor matrix is symmetric and can be diagonalized using the Jacobi transformation.\textsuperscript{31} The resulting three eigen-vectors then become direction vectors of the three principal axes. The three eigen-values represent segment dimensions, with segment length represented by twice the largest of the three eigen-values. The remaining two eigen-values represent segment radii about the segment axis.

Helix identification

The relationship among the three eigen-values describes the shape of the object, which for helices at intermediate resolutions is cylindrical. This therefore requires the density segment to satisfy conditions based on cylindrical parameters. The largest eigen-value must be significantly larger than the two smaller eigen-values, while the two smaller eigen-values must be similar in value. Additionally, the two smaller eigen-values should be less than 3 Å, representing the alpha helix radius. Eigen-values outside these conditions indicate that the segment does not correspond to an alpha helix. In addition to the eigen-values, minimal segment length can also be included as a criterion for identifying a helix. By specifying a “short-helix” length, small non-cylindrical densities that still meet the initial eigen-value criteria are excluded, decreasing the likelihood of false peaks. The default short-helix value was set to 9 Å, representing just under two complete turns.

Representing helices

As stated previously, at intermediate resolution an alpha helix can be represented as a cylindrical object. This can now be defined by seven parameters: three for the center position, two angles for the axis direction, one for the helix length, and a constant diameter of 5 Å. Once these parameters are determined, the assigned helices can then be visualized and subjected to further processing. Currently, four output formats are supported: Open Inventor, VRML, SSE (DejaVu) and COSÉC format. The Open Inventor format output can be displayed using 3-D visualization tools, such as Iris Explorer (NAG, Downers Grove, Illinois), where the helices are shown as stylized cylinders. This format was the primary method used for visualization, as the cylinders...
(helices) and the density map can be viewed simultaneously. Apart from helping to visualize helices, the explicit description of the starting and ending position of each helix can be represented in a secondary structure element file. The topological structural information encoded by the relative positions and orientations among the helices make it possible to search for structural homologs, even in the absence of an atomic model. This is accomplished by using the “bones” search in the DejaVu package, which ignores directionality and sequential order of structural elements. Additionally, representing helices in a vectorized format, we can do a similar search for structural homologs using COSEC.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Rebuilding helix specific DejaVu library

The operational definition of alpha helices differs between DejaVu and helixhunter. In helixhunter, the helix is represented by starting and ending positions along the central helical axis. In contrast, the original DejaVu library uses only the first and last C\textsuperscript{\alpha} as the starting and ending coordinates in the spatial definition of the helix. Therefore, when both termini occur on a single side of the helix, the positioning of helix could be off by approximately the radial distance of a helix, 2.5 Å. However, when the termini of the helices reside on opposite sides, the orientation of the helices could be subject to a few degrees of error. To minimize this effect, the secondary structure library was rebuilt using the projections of the starting and ending C\textsuperscript{\alpha} onto a centrally fitted helical axis. Additionally, this new library excludes non-helical structures making it more suitable for analysis of helixhunter results.

Definitions of helical segments were extracted directly from the PDB headers. No additional parameterization of helical character was done, contrary to the DejaVu method, which uses its own criteria for helix definition. Fitting of the central helical axis was done using the rotational least-squares (rotil) algorithm.\textsuperscript{32} The C\textsuperscript{\alpha} endpoints were then mapped to the central axis, yielding an accurate representation of the helix. The library of SSE files were then constructed using this technique with a relatively recent version of the PDB (July 1999, release no. 89). Shown in Figure 5, is bacteriorhodopsin, 1C3W, represented using the original DejaVu method and the central axis method. Helical positioning in comparison with the atomic model suggests an increase in general fidelity using the central axis description of helices.

Structure fitting

The technique used by foldhunter is also a correlation-based method. The fragment or sub-structure being localized within the reconstructed model is rotated to all possible orientations (three degrees of freedom). A 3-D cross-correlation map is then calculated and the maximal correlation coefficient and the corresponding orientations are recorded for each voxel. A sorted list of best solutions (rotation and translation) is then produced. The top solutions, rotational and translational parameters, represent the likely fit of the probe structure to the target structure. Thus, the foldhunter results reflect only the most probable solutions relative to the accuracy of the probe, target map, and angular search sampling. Therefore, it is necessary to visually inspect the resulting fitted structures.

For a 3-D structure alignment, the exhaustive six-dimensional search is computationally demanding, how-

![Figure 5. Comparison of helix representations. Shown in (a) is a ribbon model for 1C3W, bacteriorhodopsin, and its corresponding helices using the original DejaVu representation method. In (b), the new central axis representation of helices is shown, in addition to the same 1C3W ribbon model. There are noticeable differences in the original DejaVu representation method include tilting and lateral translation of the helix center. No such artifacts can be seen in the central axis representation.](Image)

Generating model data

Density maps used for testing were generated using pdb2mrc, a program included in the EMAN suite.\textsuperscript{33} For each atom in the PDB model, a Gaussian, \(n\cdot e^{-r^2/2} \) is generated in the corresponding position in the density map, where \(n\) is the atomic number and \(r\) is the distance from the center of the atom. The Gaussian width, \(k\), is constant for all atoms to approximately simulate a 3-D structure at moderate resolution. For an 8 Å resolution 3-D structure, \(k\) is equal to \(8/\sqrt{2}\). This corresponds to starting with an atomic resolution model and applying a Gaussian Fourier filter with a half-width of 1/8 Å\textsuperscript{2}. The resolution is sufficiently low that the atomic form factor is negligible, and thus excluded. While this is not a perfect test of how the algorithm will operate on real data, it is a reasonable simulation for evaluation of the helixhunter/foldhunter algorithms.

Four representative proteins, comprising four distinct super-families in the SCOP classification, were downloaded from the PDB. These structures were then converted into cubic electron density maps at 8 Å resolution using pdb2mrc. All structures were generated using a sampling of 1 Å\textsuperscript{3} per voxel and centered in a 64\textsuperscript{3} map, except for 1BVP, which was centered in a 128\textsuperscript{3} map. Additionally, individual sub-structures were extracted from the four test PDB sequences and generated under the previously mentioned conditions. Thus, a standard test set of four test models and four sub-structures were generated for use in helixhunter and foldhunter.
Two additional data sets were generated, one for testing the resolution dependence of helixhunter and foldhunter, the other for testing the robustness of foldhunter. The bacteriorhodopsin structure (1C3W) and its corresponding sub-structure were generated at 6, 8, 10, and 12 Å resolution, representing current intermediate resolution range of electron cryo-microscopy. The third data set consisted of the Bluetongue Virus VP7 timer (1BVP), the beta-sheet trimer region from BTV, a trimer from the African Horse Sickness Virus major capsid protein (1AH5), and tumor necrosis factor alpha (2TNF). These structures were generated at 8 Å resolution in a 1283 map as mentioned above.

Testing with model data

For each of the four intact structures from the first data set and the four intact different resolution structures in the second data set, two correlation maps, CCF and MCF, were calculated using a prototypical helix 15 Å in length and an angular search stepsize of five degrees in helixhunter. Both the correlation maps and the original density were then further analyzed for helical content with helixhunter’s feature extraction routine, with a minimum helical length of 7 Å. The “percent” option was used to define the appropriate threshold for helix identification. Additionally, the “sse” option was enabled, generating a list of helices in the DejaVu SSE file format.18

The generated SSE files from the four MCF filtered helixhunter results were then used as input into DejaVu, in conjunction with the new helix library in order to identify potential structural homology. DejaVu was run with the “bones” search option using the default values for the most part, however since no directionality of the helices was assigned in helixhunter, no directionality was specified in the DejaVu options.

Each of the four intact structures was correlated with the corresponding sub-structures as probes in foldhunter. An initial search was done using a stepsize of 30 degrees, which was then systematically refined using the “smart” option. The “smart” option allows for a systematic refinement of fold orientation using increasingly finer angular searches. For the second data set, the various resolution 1C3W structures were probed against the corresponding sub-structure using the aforementioned parameters. The final data set, under the same parameters, used the beta sheet trimer of VP7, 1AH5, and 2TNF to probe the intact BTV VP7 trimer in foldhunter for the highest correlation fitting. Additional data sets (not shown, available at http://ncmi.bcm.tmc.edu/~wijang/hhfh) were analyzed, including structures across SCOP folds, superfamilies, families, proteins and species.

Visualization

While default output of the helices is done in the Open Inventor format, which can be viewed in the IRIS Explorer package, we have provided an additional output in the form of the popular 3-D virtual reality markup language (VRML). To visualize an atomic structure model, the PDB files were first rendered in Ribbons34 and subsequently exported as Open Inventor files. The original density, correlation maps, the ribbon diagram and the foldhunter/helixhunter results were then visualized in IRIS Explorer on SGI Onyx dual-processor system.

Software availability

We have integrated both helixhunter and foldhunter into the newly published single particle image processing package, EMAN, which contains additional file handling features. The EMAN package28 is freely available at http://ncmi.bcm.tmc.edu/~stevel/EMAN/doc.
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